
YOUR POCKET-SIZED PERSONAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHER

POCKET-SIZED,
ULTRA-LIGHT

WEIGHT

THE EASY, INTUITIVE & POWERFUL APP

DIMENSIONS (102mm x 85mm x 13mm )

WEIGHT 1.83oz  (<52g)

FLIGHT TIME 6+ MINUTES

DISTANCE 60 FEET  (18.3m)

HEIGHT 60 FEET  (18.3m)

CAMERA 12 MP FOV 70˚

BATTERY LI-PO

INTUITIVE &
EASY ONE-TOUCH

APP

12 MEGAPIXEL
PHOTOS

1080P/30 FPS VIDEO

For more information about how AIR PIX+ will forever change the way you take photos and video send us a note at:
info@airselfiecamera.com

The AIR PIX is so light it does not need any agency registration.
Its reinforced plastic airframe with chassis integrated propellers

is the perfect selfie machine for safe indoor flying,
hand landings and makes it easy to slide AIR PIX

 into your pocket and take it with you wherever you go.

The small size and light weight of AIR PIX make it the most
convenient aerial camera in the world and the industry’s best

app makes it easy to fly and shoot with or without a
smartphone connection!

Plus, more flight modes coming in future app updates!

5000mAh Power Bank provides 6 full AIR PIX charges.
Available as a bundle or as a separate SKU.

8GB OF
MEMORY

ONBOARD 

PHONE-FREE
AUTONOMOUS

FLIGHT

Once you have your image just right you can instantly 
and seamlessly post it to your favorite social media 

platform right from the app!

INSTANT SOCIAL MEDIA SHARING

IN-APP GALLERY & IMAGE EDITING

THE EASIEST AERIAL CAMERA EVER!

The AirSelfie app stores all of your images and video in an easy
to manage Gallery where you can organize  your memories into
a favorites folder and customize them using the complete suite

of image editing functions without ever leaving the app.

GESTURE-CONTROL MODE 
Fly and take photos and video by using simple gestures 

without a connection to a smartphone.

ONE-TOUCH AUTO-FLY AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT
AirSelfie launches, flies out, finds you, takes multiple photos or

continuous video and returns with the push of a button in the app.

APP-FREE AUTO-FLY AUTONOMOUS FLIGHT
Launch, fly, shoot selfies and land completely autonomously

without a connection to a smartphone. 

APP-CONTROLLED MANUAL FLIGHT
Use the easy piloting controls in the app and the
gyroscope in your smartphone to fly and shoot.

CHASSIS
INTEGRATED
PROPELLERS

The new “One-Touch” AirSelfie app puts the power to pilot, shoot,
edit and share stunning aerial images into anyone’s hands. 

AIR PIX boasts features and performance normally found on devices that cost more than twice as much. The autonomous flight
functions of AIR PIX, either with or without a smartphone connection, allow users to stay completely immersed in life activities while
AIR PIX captures them in stunning HD photos or 1080p video. This entry-level, Gen Z/Millennial aerial camera is fun and spontaneous

and puts the ability to take unique aerial selfies in the pocket of every teen, twenty-something and millennial!

4.01” x 3.34” x 0.51”

FULL IN-APP
IMAGE EDITING

SUITE

INSTANT SHARING
ON

SOCIAL MEDIA

Smaller than an
iPhone X

Weighs about the
same as a
golf ball

AIR PIX

AIR PIX
AERIAL CAMERA


